Senior iOS Developer

Aavri creates and manages digital services inspired by the desires, needs, and aspirations of customers that make our client's organizations work successfully.

We’re growing fast and looking for inspiring developers to join our team. We’re a highly proficient team who are obsessed with making excellent digital services. We value people who take the initiative and empower everyone to make a real change in our offering or processes. Working in collaboration with your team, your role is to provide expert knowledge and execution for seamless and timely project delivery.

Given your close ties to our clientele, it is critical that you gather insights and communicate valuable information to the team, improving overall client experience and service quality. Also, the ideal candidate will look out for innovative new features and potential new products driven by customer demand. You will:

- Play a principal role in project aspects relating to front-end implementation of Aavri’s customer engagements
- Be valued for your leadership potential and take the lead by training and mentoring a team of developers and contribute to building their expertise
- Join a team where your voice is heard, and your contributions are recognized and rewarded

What makes you tick:

- You build beautiful code, conduct tests, and effortlessly coach a team of developers on the client side
- You thrive on leaving a lasting impression and take pleasure in bringing home the necessary information to build exceptional client solutions, in collaboration with your team
- You’re a creative with an eye for improvement and are excited by the ever-evolving software landscape
- Although confident, you conduct yourself with humility
Who you are and what you’ll be doing:

- You’re a self-starter and can seek solutions independently; we love a person that is proactive and pragmatic
- Natural in a scrum team, using lean and Agile methodologies
- The ideal fit will be a strong listener and will think before they speak
- 5+ years of professional software development experience. 3+ years of professional software development for iOS
- Put simply, you are responsible for implementing and maintaining various mobile apps, components and tools – to exceed the expectations of our clientele
- You have strong knowledge of:
  - OO design and development, data structures and algorithms
  - Multi-threading and memory management, specific to mobile devices
  - Good knowledge of native iOS SDK APIs such as Core Data, Core Animation, Auto Layout
  - Experience building reusable mobile app architecture for fetching, caching and working with serialized data
  - TDD, unit testing, continuous integration or Jenkins would be an extra plus. Moreover, you are familiar with Objective-C and swift
- You possess a natural detail orientation and will dedicate your time to: testing, reviewing code quality, reviewing other’s work and creating documentation for such work
- Experimentation is encouraged; new innovations are part of your daydream and sharing product ideas are part of the job description
- Occasionally you will be asked to engage in proof of concepts
- You will be an excellent code reader and can analyze quickly
- Conduct TDD and unit testing; continuous integration, Jenkins or similar

Why Aavri:

- Attractive compensation package plus project-based bonus
- Comprehensive Medical / Dental benefits package
- 3 weeks’ vacation with flexible work schedule options
- Personal days to care for what matters most, family.
- A management team that is built upon the beliefs of equal opportunity, active listening and fostering career growth and skills development

At Aavri we believe in creativity, collaboration, and respect. If you would like to join a company with lots of momentum and a highly skilled executive team who cares, please apply here.